Scribendi Makes the 2019 List of Best
Workplaces™ for Professional Services
Scribendi is proud to have made the 2019 list of Best
Workplaces™ for Professional Services, as presented by
Great Place to Work®.
Chatham, Ontario, June 11, 2019: Scribendi is proud to announce its
placement on the 2019 list of Best Workplaces™ for Professional
Services. Great Place to Work® has conducted a thorough,
independent analysis using direct feedback from employees. The data
has a 90% confidence level and a margin of error of plus or minus 5%.
To appear on the list, an organization must have been certified as a
Great Place to Work™ in the previous year and must participate
primarily in the professional services industry. Companies in this field
provide customized, knowledge-based services. According to the
Great Place to Work® website, "Organizations in this sector are
constantly competing for talent and use their corporate culture as a
key differentiator."
Scribendi's editors strive to ensure clients' success in every writing endeavor. Both their love of
the written word and the collaborative environment that Scribendi offers empower them with
opportunities to learn using industry best practices. In addition, Scribendi's focus on fostering
an innovative culture allows its employees to experiment with new technologies and enables
the company to provide the best services possible.
"Scribendi's commitment to being a great workplace is clear, not only from its awards and
certifications, but also from its culture. We are proud to have created a workplace in which
everyone is motivated to do great work," says Sara Pegg, Scribendi's Director of Operations.

Follow Scribendi on Facebook or Twitter for more news.

About Great Place to Work®
Great Place to Work® (GPTW) is the global authority on high-trust, high-performance workplace
cultures. Conducting the world's largest workplace study and surveying over 8,000
organizations representing more than 10 million employees in over 50 countries, GPTW
contributes tremendously to a global understanding of effective business cultures and the
increasingly complex marketplace. Through proprietary assessment tools and services, GPTW
recognizes the world's Best Workplaces™ in a series of national lists, including those published
by The Globe & Mail (Canada) and Fortune magazine (USA). GPTW provides the benchmarks
and expertise needed to create, sustain, and recognize outstanding workplaces, and it supports
clients as this accelerating pace of change compels organizations to continuously adapt,
innovate, and thrive.

About Scribendi
Scribendi is an ISO 9001:2015-certified online editing and proofreading company dedicated to
helping people reach their goals through the written word. With over 480 editors around the
globe and thousands of clients, the company has a reach that extends around the world.
Scribendi's editors are aided by the company's devotion to the development of new technology
that will enhance editors' already formidable editing and proofreading skills by boosting the
efficiency and consistency of edits; this technology allows Scribendi to deliver high-quality
services every time.

For more information, please visit https://www.scribendi.com/ and https://www.scribendi.ai.
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